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About This Game

Sky Tower is a relaxation VR experience. Whenever you are tired after a long day at work or just need a change of scenery, the
tower is an ideal place for retreat. A personal place where you can just lay back, ponder and enjoy the atmosphere. Sky Tower

also features a video player. Use your touch controller as a remote to easily navigate trough file explorer and load up your
favorite video.

This is a sitting VR experience. Find a comfortable place to sit (preferably a couch) and reset your position. You can do that by
holding down the system button on the touch controller and select "Reset Seated Position".
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Title: Sky Tower
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Animootor
Publisher:
Animootor
Release Date: 25 Apr, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1 or Windows 10

Processor: Intel i5-4590

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 970

Storage: 600 MB available space

Additional Notes: HTC Vive headset required
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Not bad, I like the room asthetic but would have like to have been able to interact with the objects in the room. Being able to
look through the telescope at the night sky would have been really cool. I'll probably spend some more time in this game again,
because I like the cozy feel to the room.. I don't know what I was expecting but it wasn't really this. Basically you're sitting on a
couch with a remote in your hand watching TV. Do you really need a VR experience for this?

Well, it's not really TV. It's just youtube videos, and I didn't see any way to log in so you get to watch whatever youtube shows to
people who don't log in.

I think there's a lot of room for improvement here. I know it's a seated experience, but they could let you get up and look around
the room a bit... maybe open a virtual fridge to grab a virtual beer so you can be a virtual alcoholic. Maybe you can use the little
telescope to peep at chicks changing clothing in front of open windows or something.

I was hoping for a little more than "Virtual youtube player". As a result, I'm gonna have to give this a thumbs down.

It does give you a little imaginary "man cave" to sit in while you watch, but there's really nothing to do except watch youtube..
Well worth the money. Sitting up in the clouds with the effects off in the middle of a surround sound system playing Pink
Floyd.. Love the environment, it is well modeled, and is very relaxing. That said, it really needs more content then just a youtube
player... Great way to watch youtube, runs great and looks nice... Well worth the price!
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Only Has YouTube...

The small environment is nice and relaxing. If you want to stare out in nothingness and enjoy the horizon, this does what it
promises. As far as watching videos, it'd be nice if you could link to Netflix, or at the very least watch your own video files. But
having a way to watch YouTube in VR is nice if you're okay paying $5 for it.

The app isn't bad in that it gives you what it says it will and does it admirably. But when I'm paying money to put a mask on my
head and watch something I can do much more easily on my computer I'm already at, I'd hope for a little more.. PROS:

- its really a relaxing atmosphere

- the ambient looks nice

- you could fall asleep in it

CONS:

- only youtube

- no interaction with the environment

- no updates at all

- the oven is too loud

SUGGESTIONS:

- make some things of the environment interactive

- add old cracky music tracks the grammophone.

- add some stories to books on the bookshelf

- make some switches to turn the lights off and on

as i looked in the discussions the newest article is from June 24th.

it looks like it was just made to earn quick money and then it was abandoned,
they should add a few features and do updates. why else should u pay \u20ac5,- for an environment where u just can watch
youtube?. I bought this because at the time there really wasn't much VR content out there. The environment is nice and if you
line up a chair with the one in game it's nice, but this program is very limited. Only has youtube access and I found the UI was a
little clunky. Your money would be better spent on something like Virtual Desktop.. Sky tower is a wonderful relaxing
experience, much more than the other cimena apps, its very cosy and simple. i would highly recommend it :). Sky Tower is the
best app for watching videos on Vive for me as far as watching Youtube. Certainly the best Youtube app I ever experience. You
got a HUGE screen size in front of you and you can be seated or standing up if you prefer. You can reset your position. The
quality of the videos is impressive. The navigation of the menus is ABSOLUTELY without a doubt my favorite things about the
app, utilizing the controller's inputs to its best. The laser pointer makes thing easy. The back button, scrolling and a simple
button to make the UI disappeared....everything about the app seems to be designed and giving a great deal of thought. If i
design my own Youtube app, I envisioned that I would have done the same thing with the UI. It's very intuitive to use and very
friendly. Now, I love the little cabin...it sets a tone for relaxation. The fire and the ambient noise is pretty cool. The texture
quality of the cabin and the objects look very realistic. I absolutely have no negative to say about this app.
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I hope they add more environments in the future though. Maybe a beach setting with people walking by? Birds flying? Beautiful
girls? A living room environment? A theater environment? Also, I would like to request to be able to watch Netflix on it.
Youtube and Netflix is all I need...and maybe your own personal videos from the PC. I highly recommend this app for those that
like watching Youtube.
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